




This manual may contain images or
content different from the model you
purchased.
This manual is subject to revision by the
manufacturer.
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Your new washing machine
With the purchase of your new washing machine you have decided on a modern, 

high quality domestic appliance.
Please read these operating and installation instructions and all other 

information enclosed with the washing machine and act accordingly.
Your washing machine is distinguished by its economical consumption of 

energy, water and detergent.
Retain all documentation for subsequent use or for the next owner of the 

appliance.

General safety instructions
Your washing machine is intended for
- use in the household only,
- washing machine washable textiles in water,
-   operation with cold drinking water and commercially available detergents  
      and cleaning products which are suitable for use in washing machines.

Definitions

DANGER-This indicates that 

death or serious injuries may 

occur as a result of non 

observance of this warning.

DANGER！ ！ WARNING！ ！

WARNING- This indicates 

that injuries or significant 

damage may occur as a result 

of non observance of this 

warning.

CAUTION！ ！

CAUTION – This indicates 

that minor injuries or damage 

may occur as a result of non 

observance of this warning.
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To reduce the risk of fire, electric shock, 
serious injury or death when using your 
washing machine, follow basic 
precautions, including the following.

Our washers are provided with a manual, 

which includes Operating and 

Installation Instructions. Read and 

understand all instructions before using 

the washing machine.

1.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

19.

2.

3.

8.

9.

12.

The tumble dryer is not to be used if industrial

chemicals have been used for cleaning.
The lint must not to be allowed to accumulate

around the tumble dryer.

11. Before the appliance is removed from

service or discarded, remove the door

and the power cord/plug.

If the supply cord is damaged, it must be 

replaced by the manufacturer, or similarly
qualified persons in order to avoid a hazard.

Use caution when draining hot water.

Store all laundry chemicals and aids in

a cool dry place according to the

manufactures ' instructions .

Do not operate the washing machine if

any guards, panels and/or fasteners

except transport fixing bolts have been

removed.

WARNING: Never stop a tumble dryer before

 the end of the drying cycle unless all items
 are quickly removed and spread out so that
 the heat is dissipated.

Appliance is intended to be used in household

and similar applications such as:

- staff kitchen areas in shops, offices and other
working environments.

  - by clients in hotels, motels and other

residential type environments.

 - bed and breakfast type environments.

- areas for communal use in blocks of flats or

in launderettes.

- carpet does not obstruct the openings for

washing machines with ventilation openings
in base.

 

DANGER！ ！

SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

10. Do not dry unwashed items in the tumble dryer.

4. Items that have been soiled with substances 
such as cooking oil, acetone, alcohol, petrol,

kerosene, spot removers, turpentine, waxes
and wax removers should be washed in hot
water with an extra amount of detergent before
being dried in the tumble dryer.

5. Items such as foam rubber(latex foam), shower
caps, waterproof textiles, rubber backed 
articles and clothes or pillows fitted with foam
rubber pads should not be dried in the tumble
dryer.

6. Fabric softeners, or similar products, should be
used as specified by the fabric softener
instructions.

7. Remove all objects from pockets such as

lighters and matches.

18. WARNING: The appliance must not be supplied

 through an external switching device, such
 as a timer, or connected to a circuit that is 
 regularly switched on and off by a utility.

- a carpet must not obstruct the openings.
- that the appliance must not be installed 
  behind a lockable door, a sliding door or a 
  door with a hinge on the opposite side to that
  of the tumble dryer, in such a way that a full
  opening of the tumble dryer door is restricted.
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This appliance is not intended for use
by persons (including children) with
reduced physical, sensory or mental 
capabilities, or lack of experience and
knowledge, unless they have been given 
supervision or instruction concerning use 
of the appliance by a person responsible 
for their safety.
Children should be supervised to ensure 
that they do not play with the appliance.

The new hose-sets supplied 
with this appliance must be used. 
Do not reuse old hose-sets to
 connect this appliance.

Oil-affected items can ignite spontaneously, 
especially when exposed to heat sources 
such�as in a tumble dryer. The items become 
warm, causing an oxidation reaction in the oil. 
Oxidation creates heat. If the heat can�not 
escape, the items can become hot enough to 
catch fire. Piling, stacking or storing oil-affected 
items can prevent heat from escaping and so 
create a fire hazard.
- If it is unavoidable that fabrics that contain
 vegetable or cooking oil or have been
 contaminated by hair care products placed
 in a tumble dryer they should first be washed 
in hot water with extra detergent -
 this will reduce, but not eliminate, the hazard.



Do not reach into the appliance if the

wash drum is moving.

Check the fill hose connections on a

regular basis to ensure that they are

tight and not leaking.

Do not use the washing machine if it

has a worn power cord or loose plug. If

this is the case, contact an authorized

service agent.

Make sure that all water connections to

the washing machine have shut-off

valves and that they are readily

accessible. Close the washing machine

water shut-off valve at the end of each

wash day.

To reduce the risk of poisoning or

chemical burns, keep all cleaning

products out of the reach of children.

Do not bypass any safety devices.

Do not operate this washing machine
until  you are sure :

The washing machine has been 

installed according  to the

INSTALLATION  INSTRUCTIONS

All water, drain, power and 

grounding connections are in 

compliance and/or other applicable 

regulations and requirements.

a.

b.

Do not climb onto the washing machine 

and do not lean on the open loading 

door.

Do not leave children unsupervised 

near the washing machine.

To reduce the risk of fire or electrical 

shock, DO NOT use an extension cord or 

an adapter to connect the washing 

machine to the power.

Do not operate the washing machine if 

parts are missing or broken.

Store all laundry chemicals and aids in a 

cool dry place according to the 

manufactures ' instructions .

Do not operate the washing machine if 

any guards, panels and/or fasteners 

except transport  fixing  bolts  have  been

removed .

Always read and follow the instructions of 

the manufacture of the detergents, 

cleaning aid, fabric softener and static 

eliminator which you are using. Heed all 

warnings and precaution.

To avoid floor damage and mold froth, do 

not let spills or splash out cause standing 

water around or under the appliance.

The safety guard indicated in this 

manual do not cover all possible 

conditions which may occur. 

Common sense, caution and care 

must be exercised when installing, 

maintaining or operating the washing 

machine.

KEEP THESE INSTRUCTIONS FOR 

FUTURE REFERENCE 

SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS

22.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

32.Do not sit on the top of the washing 
machine.

31.Keep pets away from the washing 
machine.

20. Always be sure to unplug the washing

machine from the power supply before

attempting any service. Disconnect  the

power  cord  by grasping  the plug , not

cord .

21. Always follow the fabric care

instructions recommended  by the

clothing  manufacturer.

NOTES:
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Factory-supplied Parts

Cover for shipping rod hole (2)Filling hose (1)

DIAGRAM OF COMBO
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Specification

Control Panel

Soap Dispenser



DANGER！ ！

Frozen hoses can tear/burst. Do not 

install the washing machine outdoors or 

in an area exposed to freezing condition.

DANGER！ ！

Keep children away from shipping carton 

and packaging components. Danger of 

suffocation from plastic foil and folding 

cartons.

CAUTION！ ！

The shipping rods must be removed 

before using the appliance for the first 

time and must be retained for any future 

transport(e.g. when moving).

DANGER！ ！

Appliance stability is very important 

otherwise the washing machine could 

“wander” during the spin cycles.

If the washing machine is located in a room 

which will be exposed to temperatures 

below freezing point, or if it is located in a 

cabin that is being shut down for the  winter, 

any residual water in the pump or water 

inlet hoses must be drained.

Do not hold on to protruding parts (e.g. 

loading door) when lifting.

Disposing of the packaging

The shipping package has protected 

your new washing machine on its way 

to your home. All packaging materials 

are non-polluting and recyclable. Please 

contribute to a better environment by 

disposing of packaging materials in an 

environmentally conscious manner.

Disposing of your old appliance

Old appliances are not worthless rubbish! 

Valuable raw materials can be reclaimed 

from environmentally conscious recycling.

To prevent children from locking 

themselves in the appliance, disable the 

door lock or remove the door.

Factory-supplied equipment

Inside the drum there is a packet of 

accessory parts supplied with your washer. 

Check that all the accessory parts supplied 

for your model are there. If any parts are 

missing contact your dealer.

Any residual moisture inside the drum is 

due tothe final testing which every 

washing machine undergoes before 

leaving the factory.

Installation area

1. The installation area must be solid and 

even. Soft floor surfaces, such as carpets 

or surfaces with foam backing, are not 

suitable.

2. Keep the front of the machine�open, keep 

the back of the machine, the left and right 

sides and the upper part at least 10cm 

apart from the wall surface.

Removing the shipping rods

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
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1. Release screws using a drive until they
    can be moved freely.

2. Turn the rods in 45° towards outside, and 
     pull them out completely.

3. - Insert the covers to the holes for shipping
      rods.
    - Insert and tighten the screws.

4. Storing the shipping rods

Always keep the shipping rods for future
transportation of the appliance (such as 
when moving out).

Leveling procedure

All feet of the appliance must be firmly on 
the ground.
The washing machine must not wobble.
Level the washing machine with the four 
height-adjustable feet and a spirit level.
- Loosen the counter nut 1.
- Adjust the height by tuning the height-
  adjustable foot 2.
- Tighten lock nut 1 against the housing.



Electrical connection
GROUNDING INSTRUCTION

This appliance must be grounded. In the 

event of a malfunction or breakdown, 

grounding will reduce the risk of electrical 

shock by providing a path of least 

resistance for the electric current.
This appliance features a cord with an
equipment-grounding conductor and a 

grounding plug. The plug must be plugged 

into an appropriate outlet which has been 

properly installed and grounded in 

accordance with all local regulations and 

ordinances.

DANGER

DANGER

WANING

！

！

！

！

！

！

Improper connection of the equipment 

grounding conductor may result in 

electric shock. Have the appliance 

checked by a qualified electrician or 

service technician if you are in doubt as 

to whether the washer has been properly 

grounded.

To reduce the risk of fire or electrical 

shock, DO NOT use an extension cord or 

an adapter to connect the washer to the 

power supply.

The washing machine must only be 

connected to an individual branch circuit 

via a socket which has been properly 

installed and grounded.

Do not modify the plug provided with the 
appliance-if it will not fit in the outlet, have a 
proper outlet installed by a qualified 

electrician.

The household electrical voltage must 
correspond to the voltage specification on 

the washing machine (nameplate).
You will find the nameplate on the rear of 

the washing 

Make sure that:
- the mains plug fits into the socket.
- the cord cross section is permissible.
- the grounding system is properly 
    installed.

The power cord may be replaced by an 

electrician only.

Do not insert/remove the mains plug with 

wet or damp hands.
Touch the plug only when removing the plug 

from the socket.
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Water connection

1. Water supply

If any doubt, have the water connection 
installed by an authorized technician.
The water supply hose must not be:
- Bent or squashed.
- Modified or cut (stability can no longer be
  guaranteed).

●Plastic threads must only be tightened by 
hand.

●Do not remove the strainers from the water 
supply hose.

After the connection:
Turn on the water completely, and check 
that connection points are watertight.

CAUTION！ ！

The connection points are under full 
water pressure. Check seal with tap 
fully open.

Observe the water pressure in the supply 
network:
- The water pressure should be between 
  0.05 MPa to 1 MPa (when the tap is  
    turned on, at least 8 liters of water are 
    discharged per minute).

- A pressure reducing valve must be 
    installed if the maximum water pressure 
    is exceeded.

CAUTION！ ！

CAUTION！ ！

If installing the washing machine in a 
new building or a building in which the 
plumbing system was recently 
installed or upgraded, flush the lines 
before installing the washing machine 
to remove any sand, dirt or residue.

Do not bend or pull the water drainage 
hose.

2. Water drainage

Height difference between the installation 
location of the washing machine and the 
drainage point:  Minimum 60cm, and 
Maximum 100cm.

- Attach water drain hose security to sink.
- When the water is being drained, check 
    that the water flow out of the hose is 
    adequate.

● Connect to cold water supply only.

- Please ensure the tap is closed after every 
wash.

- Make sure the drain hose is fitted properly 
into the sink/drain�pipe.

Notes:
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1-Cotton

4-Quick 15'

5-Wash only

6-Rinse only

7-Spin only

8-Self-clean

9-New Coat

Slightly dirty 
clothes

Normal clothes

Normal clothes

No clothes

Default program content

Temperature optional:90℃ /60℃ /40℃ /30℃ /
cold wash,� 2 rinses, spin, 
Speed optional: 400/800/100/1200rpm, 
Dry optional, 20/30/40(min) /1/1.5/2(h)/AUT. 

2-Jeans

Temperature optional:90℃ /60℃ /40℃ /30℃ /
cold wash,� 2 rinses, spin, 
Speed optional: 400/800/100/1200(rpm), 
Dry optional, 20/30/40(min) /1/1.5/2(h)/AUT. 

3-Duvet
Machine washable 
jackets

Temperature optional: 40℃ /30℃ /cold wash� 
3 rinses, spin, 
Speed optional: 400/800(rpm).
 
Temperature optional: 40℃ /30℃ /cold wash� 
1 rinse, spin, 
Speed optional: 400/800/1000(rpm). 
 
Temperature optional:60℃ /40℃ /30℃ /
cold wash. 

1 rinse, spin, 
Speed optional: 400/800/1000/1200(rpm). 
 
spin, 
Speed optional: 400/800/1000/1200(rpm). 
 
Cold wash,� 
Dry optional, 16/31(min) 

No detergent, 1 rinse, spin
Speed optional: 400/800/1000/1200(rpm). 
 

10-Silk

11-Coat

Temperature optional: 40℃ /30℃ /cold wash� 
3 rinses, spin, 
Speed: 400rpm. 
 
Temperature optional: 60℃ /40℃ /30℃ /
cold wash�, 3 rinses, spin, 
Speed optional: 400/800/1000/1200(rpm).
 

13-Normal Dry

12-Under Wear

14-Soft  Dry

Cottons

Chemical fiber 

Temperature optional:90℃ /60℃ /40℃ /30℃ /
cold wash,� 3 rinses, spin, 
Speed optional: 400/800/100/1200(rpm), 

Dry only (high temperature)
Dry optional :20/30/40(min) /1/1.5/2(h)/AUT

Dry only (Low temperature)
Dry optional: 20/30/40(min) /1/1.5/2(h)/AUT

W
a

s
h

in
g

D
ry

in
g
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WASHING CLOTHES

3.    Load clothes of the selected type loosely into the drum. If you are only washing clothes, you can

       fill the drum. However, if you are washing and then drying, please don’t load clothes more than

       2/3 full.



Dry
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Hold 3 sec. to  reload

  Normal Dry 

Soft Dry

Cotton

Jeans

Duvet

Quick 15'

Wash only  

Rinse only

Spin�only 

Under Wear

Coat

Silk

New Clothes

Self-clean

Temp. Dry Save 
Water

Delay Speed

Delay
button

Press this button to select the delay start�, you can adjust the washing machine
to start washing time from 1-24 hours. The set program is started after the 
appointment time has elapsed.

Temp.
button

Press this button to set the temperature of the water to be heated during 
washing or to cancel the heating function. If the set temperature is 90 ° C,
in order to save energy, the washing machine will quickly heat up to 90 ° C 
for a period of time, then replenish the water to the set water level and 
continue washing.

Speed
button

Press this button to select the spin speed. 

Press this button to select the dry time. When the program is selected , press the 
drying button to select whether there is drying function. When there is drying function, 
the drying indicator is on, and the time is displayed as drying setting time. It is timed 
to dry when the display is 20,30,40..., and it is sensor drying when the display is       . 
Sensing drying is automatic drying until the clothes are dried.  

Save Water
button

Press the water saving button to set the high and low water levels.

The program knob is used to select the washing program, turn the program 
knob, the corresponding program indicator lights, press the “Start/Pause ”
button to run the set washing program.
Suspend during the drying process. If the temperature inside the cylinder is too 
high, the machine will not open the door. After the automatic cooling, the door 
lock will open and open.

Speed Dry

DELAY R/M

Wash Rinse Spin

TIME

H
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Power
button

Press the button to turn the power on or off. (hold for more than 1 second)
The program ends or the boot does not start for 5 minutes, and it automatically 
shuts down.

“Start/Pause”

3

(excluding Normal dry
 and Soft dry), Start/Pause

Start/Pause

Turn the dial to align to Normal Dry or Soft Dry,   then press the Start/Pause button to run
the selected dry program

The drying program displays “     ”. The default is intelligent drying. The washing machine 
automatically weighs the clothes and determines the drying time. At this point, press the 
Dry button to switch to the timed drying, you can set the drying time. The cotton and linen 
drying program defaults to high temperature drying, and the chemical fiber drying defaults to 
low temperature drying. When the temperature is too high during the drying process, the 
door cannot be opened. Please wait for the temperature to cool down. When intelligent drying, 
the washing machine will automatically correct the time according to the drying condition of 
the clothes.

(Wash only)

12

, the indicator     is on.

In compliance with standards AS/NZS 2040, AS/NZS6400, the reference program for the data entered in the 
energy label should be set as following: press Power button to turn on the machine, press Save Water button 
to select non-low level, press Speed button to select 1200, and press Temp. button to select 40 in turn, then 
press the Start/Pause button to run.

To make sure to run the test program without any trouble, some antifoaming agents should be poured into the 
machine.

Note: Make sure the tap is open and must be cold water during the drying process.
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2

1

(Fig.12)
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RECOMMENDED
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Ketchup / Tomato sauce 
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E13

Washer Heating Malfunction Washer Heating Element

E16 Motor Drive Communication 
Malfunction

Motor Driver

E12

open

failure

failure

failure



220-240V~

50/60Hz

500WSpin Rating

1450WDry Rating
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Australian Customer Service

GAF Control (Sales) Pty Ltd

P.O Box 19

Altona North Victoria 3025

Phone: 1300 659 489

Hours: 9am-5pm (EST) Mon-Fri

www.gafcontrol.com.au

* This product may very slightly to the product illustrated due to ongoing product development.

Wash Capacity

Dry Capacity

7kg

3.5kg

Rated Rating 2000W

0.03MPa≤P≤1MPa

≤

≤





All rights reserved. Manual subject to change without notice.
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